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ARIEL FOCUSED VALUE COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE
As of June 30, 2020
Inception date: March 31, 2005

Annualized
2Q20

YTD

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

10 Years

Since Inception

Gross of Fees

22.73%

-16.03%

-9.34%

0.51%

3.13%

9.03%

5.68%

Net of Fees

22.53%

-16.30%

-9.93%

-0.14%

2.46%

8.20%

4.79%

Russell 1000® Value Index

14.29%

-16.26%

-8.84%

1.82%

4.64%

10.41%

6.25%

S&P 500® Index

20.54%

-3.08%

7.51%

10.73%

10.73%

13.99%

8.78%

While the first quarter of this year represented one of the most difficult periods in my 37-year capital markets’ career,
the second quarter was one of the best. Ariel Focused Value outperformed its primary Russell 1000 Value benchmark
by 844 basis points while recording a return of +22.73% gross of fees (+22.53% net of fees). ViacomCBS, Inc.
(VIAC) and Apache Corporation (APA) were our biggest contributors while Team, Inc. (TISI) and J.M. Smucker
Company (SJM) detracted the most.
Pandemic Pandemonium
In our first quarter letter, we introduced an analytic framework placing companies in one of five categories based on
how the pandemic impacted their business. The first group of companies benefits from the current environment. J.M.
Smucker Company enjoyed an earnings boost as more people consume Jif peanut butter and Folgers coffee at home.
Auto insurance provider Progressive Corp. (PGR) benefitted from a decline in claims with the reduction of miles driven.
Stocks in this category were fully valued at the end of the first quarter as the market made its traditional mistake of
overemphasizing the near-term. Category 1 stocks underperformed modestly in the second quarter. J.M. Smucker
declined -3.94% but its shares are still trading higher so far this year. Optimism about a reopening economy would
pressure demand for Smucker’s food products.
Category 2 companies were those generally unaffected by the economy’s reaction to COVID-19 such as the education
company Adtalem Global Education Inc. (ATGE) and the agricultural fertilizer producer Mosaic Company (MOS). Heavy
rains in North America and shifting food consumption from restaurants to home have impacted farmers and Mosaic
shares more than I would have predicted near-term, but our thesis of a long-term increase in global demand for food
coupled with improved diets remains intact.
Category 3 represents some of our strongest performers during the second quarter. These are companies hit by a
temporary downturn in their business from COVID; but ultimately benefitting from pent-up demand. Medical device
companies Zimmer Biomet Holdings Inc. (ZMH) and Hanger Inc. (HNGR) were negatively impacted as hospitals
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temporarily suspended elective surgeries. Shares of KKR and Co., Inc. (KKR) initially traded lower as profitable sales of
its portfolio companies temporarily halted, but long-term institutional demand for less volatile funds might actually
increase. Recently, KKR qualified for inclusion in several new index funds, providing additional demand for the shares,
a direct benefit of its conversion from partnership to corporate structure several years ago.
Category 4 companies come with higher risk but potentially high returns. Although these companies may witness
long-term reductions in their businesses, their stock prices have declined even more than their intrinsic value. Several
of our energy companies including Apache reside here. Total passenger miles flown, and global automotive miles
driven will take a long time to recover, as will demand for oil and gas, in our opinion. At the end of the first quarter,
however, Apache’s shares were priced for bankruptcy, hitting a low of $3.80 from a 52-week high of $33.77. While
we acknowledge the challenges faced by the oil and gas industry, we estimate Apache shares have a private market
value of over $15. We added to our position and benefitted as the stock surged +233.91% in the quarter.
ViacomCBS may have sustained some damage to its intrinsic value in the absence of outlets for its Paramount movies.
A lack of NFL games, Masters golf and NCAA basketball tournaments have accelerated “cord cutting,” which in turn
reduces the fees distributors pay for ViacomCBS’ cable channels. Like Apache, at the end of the first quarter
ViacomCBS’ stock declined more than its intrinsic value. As reports of the return of televised sports gained momentum,
ViacomCBS’ shares surged +68.20% in the second quarter.
Category 5 companies may not survive the current pandemic or may be forced to accept crippling dilution through the
sale of equity at distressed prices. We continue to place the airline industry in this category along with many brick and
mortar retailers. We have concerns about segments of the business travel sector as well as some companies tied to
urban office buildings. Many companies in these sectors have high fixed capital costs and require near 100%
utilization to be profitable. When demand for oil declines, drillers can reduce supply by closing rigs. Idle airplane seats
and vacant office space, in contrast, do not go away for a very long time.
Team, Inc. returned -14.31% as the company continued to struggle with its high debt load and reduced demand from
oil field and chemical companies. We are currently analyzing whether Team, Inc. fits in category 4 or 5. We have not
added to our position this year and consider it a “workout” security where we attempt to maximize the value of our
position through an exit.
Portfolio Comings and Goings
During the quarter, we initiated a new position in Madison Square Garden Entertainment (MSGE). MSGE owns sports
and entertainment venues including Madison Square Garden, Radio City Music Hall and the Chicago Theatre. MSGE is
a Category 4 company in that bearish investors might argue demand for live concerts and sporting events will take a
long time to recover. But when we initiated our position this past April, the company had net cash per share of more
than $60. Our purchase price in the low $70s meant we were getting the iconic Madison Square Garden and other
elite venues for about $10 per share. The company is trading at a 36% discount to book value and a 45% discount to
our calculation of intrinsic value as we write.
During the quarter, we exited Blackstone Group Inc. (BX), one of our most successful long-term holdings. When we
initiated a position in 2012 at $12.29, we believed the company’s shares traded well below intrinsic value due to its
partnership structure which precluded the company from being held by most index funds and even many mutual
funds. In April of 2019, management announced a plan to convert to C-Corp status. Over the next 10 months the
stock rallied over +70% as entire new categories of investors took interest in the company. We began the process of
exiting our position earlier this year as the company’s shares reached our private market value estimate. We sold our
remaining shares during the second quarter.
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Outlook
We hear a great deal of talk about whether the market moved “too far and too fast” given the continued and
undeniable negative impact of Coronavirus. These commentators are generally focused on the S&P 500 which has
indeed recovered to near record highs and is trading at a pricey 24.1 times forward earnings. But the S&P 500
performance and valuation have been driven by the FAANG stocks that we avoid. For this reason, at the end of the
second quarter, Ariel Focused Value was trading at 14.7 times forward earnings, an extraordinary 10 multiple point
discount to the broad market. Value stocks have not, in our opinion, recovered “too far too fast.” Our portfolio is still
trading at more than a 20% discount to our calculation of intrinsic value, even after a quarter of strong, absolute and
relative performance.

Investing in equity stocks is risky and subject to the volatility of the markets. Investing in small- and mid-cap
companies is more risky and volatile than investing in large-cap companies. The intrinsic value of the stocks in which
the portfolio invests may never be recognized by the broader market. A focused portfolio may be subject to greater
volatility than a more diversified investment.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Performance results are net of transaction costs and reflect the
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. Net performance of the Ariel Focused Value Composite has been
reduced by the amount of the highest fee charged to any client in the Composite during the performance period.
Actual fees may vary depending on, among other things, the applicable fee schedule and portfolio size. A complete
fee schedule is available upon request and may also be found in Ariel Investments LLC’s Form ADV, Part 2. Returns
are expressed in U.S. dollars. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. The
Ariel Focused Value Composite differs from its benchmark with dramatically fewer holdings concentrated in fewer
sectors.
The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this commentary but are subject to change. The information
provided in this commentary does not provide information reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment
decision and should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security.
As of 6/30/2020, the Ariel Focused Value Composite (representative portfolio) held the following positions referenced:
Zimmer Biomet Holdings, Inc. 4.98%; ViacomCBS, Inc. 4.69%; KKR & Co. 4.43%; Progressive Corporation 3.21%;
Madison Square Garden Entertainment Corp 3.56%; Mosaic Co. 2.93%; Hanger, Inc. 2.79%; J.M. Smucker Company
2.54%; Adtalem Global Education 2.34%; Apache Corporation 2.16%; and Team, Inc. 0.76%. The portfolio holdings
are subject to change. The performance of any single portfolio holding is no indication of the performance of other
portfolio holdings of Ariel Focused Value Composite.
Index returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other earnings. Indexes are unmanaged, and investors cannot
invest directly in an index. The Russell 1000® Value Index measures the performance of the large-cap value segment
(companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower expected growth values) of the U.S. equity universe. Frank
Russell Company (“Russell”) is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to the
Russell Indexes. Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company. Neither Russell nor its licensors accept any
liability for any errors or omissions in the Russell Indexes or underlying data and no party may rely on any Russell
Indexes and/or underlying data contained in this communication. No further distribution of Russell data is permitted
without Russell’s express written consent. Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content of this
communication. The S&P 500® Index is the most widely accepted barometer of large cap U.S. equities. It includes
500 leading companies.
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